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JULY - 2018 YOUTH TOURNAMENTS 

All 2018 Tournaments are Perfect Game Events - (All Tournaments (3) Game Guarantee - Unless Specified) 
(NOTE:  9UAA - SILVER LEVEL TEAMS - WE PLAY NO LEAD OFFS - STEALING ALLOWED ONCE CROSSES THE PLATE) 

   

BASH the ASH WOOD BAT TOURNAMENT  - (GOLD/COMPETITIVE) & (SILVER “B” TEAM) DIVISIONS 
(7/6/18 - 7/8/18)  -   (9U/10U/11U/12U/13U/14U) - (GOLD/COMPETITIVE) - (EAST SIDE SPORTS COMPLEX)  
(6/15/18 - 6/18/18)  -   (9UAA/10UAA/11UAA/12UAA/13UAA/14UAA) - (SILVER - “B” LEVEL) 
SCHEDULED FOR OAK LAWN, IL & East Side Sports Complex.  
(GAMES AT BENEDICTINE SOFTBALL FIELD FOR YOUTH TEAMS ENTERED FIRST) 

BEST OF MIDWEST CHALLENGE X - BENEDICTINE UNIVERSITY  - (11U/12U) - Age Groups    
(7/6/18 - 7/9/18) - ALL GAMES AT BENEDICTINE TOURNAMENT SERIES 
(10) TEAMS MAX FOR THIS EVENT  

13u - (60/90) SUMMER CHAMPIONSHIPS - (GOLD/COMPETITIVE) & (SILVER “B” TEAM) DIVISIONS   
(4) GAME GUARANTEE 
(7/12/18 - 7/15/18)  -   (13U) - (GOLD/COMPETITIVE) - (EAST SIDE SPORTS COMPLEX)  
(7/12/18 - 7/15/18)  -   (13UAA) -  (SILVER - “B” LEVEL)   - (EAST SIDE SPORTS COMPLEX)  

14u - (60/90) WOOD BAT CHAMPIONSHIPS - (GOLD/COMPETITIVE) & (SILVER “B” TEAM) DIVISIONS   
(4) GAME GUARANTEE 
(7/12/18 - 7/15/18)  -   (14U) - (GOLD/COMPETITIVE) - (EAST SIDE SPORTS COMPLEX)  
(7/12/18 - 7/15/18)  -   (14UAA) -  (SILVER - “B” LEVEL)   - (EAST SIDE SPORTS COMPLEX)  

PRIMETIME - “ALL STAR” - WEEKEND 
(7/19/18 - 7/22/18)  -   (EAST SIDE SPORTS COMPLEX) 
FOR ALL PLAYERS  (9U/10U/11U/12U/13U/14U)   

END OF SEASON - WOOD BAT CHAMPIONSHIPS  - (4) GAME GUARANTEE   
14U - (7/26/18 - 7/29/18)  -   (EAST SIDE SPORTS COMPLEX) - SILVER AND GOLD DIVISION 
15U - (7/26/18 - 7/29/18)  -   (EAST SIDE SPORTS COMPLEX)    
16U - (7/26/18 - 7/29/18)  -   (EAST SIDE SPORTS COMPLEX) 

                     CONTACT US AT:    DON MAY - EMAIL:  DMAYPGBA@PRIMETIMETOURNAMENTS.ORG   -  (630)379-9229 

                                                  JAY DARNELL - EMAIL:  JDARNELLPGBA@PRIMETIMETOURNAMENTS.ORG  -  (815) 514-6242 
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